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 My background includes graduate training at  Yale, jointly in political  science and psychology, and

twenty years of research and teaching concerning decision making, political psychology, and government

learning rates. I was a faculty member at MIT for eight years, and more recently, Director of Graduate

Studies for International Relations at Yale for two years; and have held visiting faculty positions or

fellowships at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Berkeley, Swarthmore, Duke,

and other institutions.
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 Letter to the author of May 14, 1992, provided to the Commission.
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Problems of Scientific Integrity that Affect Unfunded Research

[Testimony to the U.S. Commission on Research Integrity, April 10, 1995. Harvard Medical

School. Boston, MA.]

     Good morning.

     There is a first level of scientific integrity - the work of the individual researcher. But there

also is a higher level of scientific integrity. If we inventory an entire body of literature, are

scientists producing honest, fair, and rigorous evaluations of the full range of theories with

consequences for the advance of scientific knowledge and public policy?

     At this second level, there is cause for alarm. In several fields the institutions that ought to

safeguard the integrity of the questions we ask have been compromised. Scientific advice has not

been straightforward and honest. Self-correcting mechanisms of the scientific community are

not operating. And I am not certain that people are ready to bestir themselves to address the

problem.

I.  The Problem of Political and Moral Courage

 �I very much doubt that a cleaned up version would be acceptable in the near term even
if it came from another source and were backed by a number of Academy members. �

- R. Duncan Luce
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 Luce (ibid.) also writes that although this proposed  line of investigation  �raises questions that need

analysis and research, there is no way that an organization whose role is to be an apolitical [sic] advisor to

government could possibly pursue it. � 
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 The accommodations probably were induced by President Reagan's first budget director, David

Stockman, who launched a preemptive strike to zero-out all funds for behavioral science research in the

federal budget. A further discussion is Lloyd Etheredge, "Commentary: The Scientific Scandal of the

1980s," Political Psychology, 15:3 (1994), pp. 531-539. Note that David Stockman later wrote a book to

recant but the adaptations of the National Academy of Sciences continued and have now become (e.g.,

Luce �s letter, quoted above) rationalized.
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Other useful lines of investigation also were eliminated without theoretical justification - e.g., the

study of racial relations and discrimination.

2

     I have provided background materials to the Commission. In this public session, let me

provide an overview and then discuss three possible solutions.

     In sum, during the 1960s and 1970s we made good progress in evaluating liberal ideas that

generated Great Society programs. Then, beginning in the early 1980s, the leaders of the

National Academy of Sciences and other agenda-setting institutions decided - without open

discussion - to avoid possible controversy and they backed off from advocating further tests of

the truth claims of ideological assumptions - in this case, of the political Right.

4

 These early

accommodations slowly became permanent.

5

 And the National Academy of Sciences seems to

have lost the ability to control the erosion its leaders set in motion.

     The most glaring problem was the free ride given to Reaganomics and related Republican

ideas.
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 Reaganomics was a national psychology experiment (within the province of the National

Institute of Mental Health, NSF, and other agencies) to alter the modal personality of the

American people (reduce dependency and the idealized imagery of government; increase

entrepreneurial motivation; induce us to take responsibility for our own lives; rebuild self-

confidence; cut back government hierarchy to - in George Bush �s later phrase - rekindle the

 �1,000 points of light � of local community initiative and civic responsibility). Yet these clinical-

like ideas about hierarchical psychology were never evaluated rigorously, by direct psychological

measures. The policy impasse produced a fierce cost to the nation and a burden of debt and

deferred dreams that continue to reduce our ability to make national progress in most areas of

government responsibility. [Including sharply limiting new funds for the entire scientific

community and eliminating earlier, costly projects in the physical sciences that were once

feasible.]

[Here is what is going on: In the history of medical research there were many centuries of

arguments about causes and prevention of the Plague. Including what we would call conservative

and liberal theories. Conservatives believed that outsiders introduced the disease and they

advocated quarantine; a liberal school advocated a miasmatic theory, pointed to the miasma
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 See Richard N. Cooper, "International Cooperation in Public Health as a Prologue to Macroeco-

nomic Cooperation � in Richard N. Cooper et al., Can Nations Agree? (Washington, DC: Brookings

Institution, 1989), pp. 178-254. For a further discussion of political judgment, see Appendix A.
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 There is an absolute moral obligation of scientists to disclose known sources of bias, but the Report

makes no mention of the political constraints imposed upon it. The Report was based on the solicited

participation of more than 600 scientists, but none participated with informed consent  - i.e., of the

political constraints disclosed in Duncan Luce �s letter.

    The Preface (which I have supplied to the Commission) offers no theoretical justification but implies

that the national funding priorities are a consensus; and then, at times,  �a purposive sample; � then, at

times, that  �others might also have been singled out. � This discussion of methodology is evasive,

extraordinarily deficient, and unacceptable by normal scientific standards. It misuses the prestige of the

National Academy of Sciences as a substitute for reasoned argument, and (as a practical matter) inhibits

criticism and the self-correcting mechanisms of science by requiring any critic to take on the Academy.

     The Commission was not  an abstract exercise. It was a major  project,  although not widely known.

Thirty one working groups, of 5-11 members, were organized to develop budgets and begin the

rechanneling of funds. The Establishment institutions who were enrolled or persuaded to underwrite the

exercise included most of the principle funders of social science: e.g., the Carnegie Corporation of New

York, Hewlett Foundation, MacArthur Foundation, Mellon Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation,

Russell Sage Foundation, and the Sloan Foundation. Government support was from the National

Institute of Aging, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, National Institute of

Mental Health, NSF, U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, and others.
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(fetid and rank air) that was especially notable in the sections of cities where the poor were

jammed together without good ventilation in low-lying areas, and they advocated modern

sanitation - closed sewage systems, clean drinking water, and other solutions. Each school was

linked to a wider political agenda, and each - perhaps especially the liberal - improved society.

But we could not eliminate smallpox until scientific research was possible and scientists were

funded on a sufficient scale, to engage these ideas and others, and sort-out the truth. In America,

the economy has performed less well since the late 1970s. The issue is intensely politicized and

the outcome of Presidential elections is determined by the candidate who presents the most

plausible, bold claim to know (already) the cure.]

7

      The unanticipated breakdown of honest and straightforward scientific advice at the National

Academy of Sciences was especially destructive because, in the 1980s, they also began to decide

priorities for national research funding in the social sciences. Their  �leading edges � Commission

(the Commission co-chaired by R. Duncan Luce) did not candidly disclose its preference to

avoid political controversy and it helped to make the inhibitions permanent and produce the

current, more intellectually stagnant, character of the social sciences.
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     By contrast, there are standard theories about leading edges of scientific progress. They often

involve annoying or unsettling Establishments, both in society  and within the scientific
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 See Joshua Lederberg �s (wiser) introduction to the Report of the Carnegie Commission on Science,

Technology, and Government:  �Truth is the imperative of science; it is not always the first goal of

political affairs. Science can be,  often should be, a nuisance to the established order . . . �  And, their

Report continues,  �[T]he first social responsibility of the scientist remains the integrity of science itself. �

vol. 1, pp. 6-7.
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 I have discussed these issues more fully in the background material provided to the Commission,

especially  �Commentary: The Scientific Scandal of the 1980s, � from Political Psychology 15:3 (1994),

pp. 531 - 539. This commentary appeared a decade after publication of an article that was part of my

response to an invitation from the Luce Commission,  �President Reagan �s Counseling, � Political

Psychology, 5:4 (1984), pp. 737-740. 
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 I draw to the Commission �s attention a letter from the late Aaron Wildavsky, dated September 1,

1992, provided to the staff: testing the truth claims of ideological assumptions can be as unappealing to

some social science Departments (for example at UC Berkeley, in Aaron �s view) as among ideologues.
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community itself.

9

 Critically evaluating reigning orthodoxies and naturally-occurring policy

experiments are recognized as excellent guides for leading edge research. The Luce Commission

abandoned the theories and removed support for a generation of potential whistle blowers in

social science. Conflicts between reigning orthodoxies and the progress of science are not new in

the Western intellectual tradition. But once, our best scientists and institutions gave bolder

answers

10

.

     As an educator and former administrator, I cannot leave this brief discussion of extraordinary

national evasion without forthrightly discussing another serious dimension of the problem,

which concerns all of us who teach. Too much territory has been ceded. There is a slight

drunkenness in the discussion of public policy; and the deepest betrayal of the past 15 years has

been of students on our campuses. I know of no political science, economics, or social psychol-

ogy textbooks that yet take key Republican ideas about hierarchical psychology, motivation, and

economic growth in America seriously, as scientific hypotheses,  and subject them to rigorous

evaluation. After 15 years, no data sets allow students to make up their own minds and, as

citizens, to apply the standards of hypothesis and evidence to central issues (i.e., concerning

hierarchical psychology) of national policy and public debate.

     The credibility of universities with students, and the credibility of science in their eyes, should

not be taken for granted. I hope the problems created by our national science policy elites for

everybody else can be solved before it is too late.

     I do not claim that the Luce Commission or the National Academy of Sciences acted alone.

As an Academy member (Dr. Ernest Hilgard of Stanford) noted in a letter to me: the senior

leaders at many other major national institutions also remained silent. This has compounded the

problem.

11

 The scientific community and our universities have been unprepared for breakdowns

of this size, and self-correcting mechanisms are not designed to operate when the failures of
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 For the record, it is worth noting that these research opportunities have been extensively discussed

with senior social scientists, not merely (or primarily) through the invited submissions to the Luce

Commission and CBSS&E. And there has been agreement about the framing of the research opportuni-

ties. In the early 1980s, for example, my former MIT colleague, Robert Solow, sent me a note congratu-

lating me on the article you have seen,  �President Re agan �s Counseling, � which he believe d got this

competing model right. (Solow also has been Chairman of Board of the Center for Advanced Study in

the Behavioral Sciences, one of the scientific guarantors of the Luce Commission Report.) Sidney Verba,

a member of the National Academy of Sciences and its Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences

and Education (CBSS&E) during part of this period, told me that if he was a younger man he would

 �jump on the line of research. � One implication is that the leaders of the  National Academy of Sciences

may have decided to marginalize the social sciences - an inference that might be drawn from Duncan

Luce �s letter (supplied to the Commission and quoted above.)

     The Commission may rightly wonder whether I explained clearly enough how to test the psychologi-

cal ideas I was talking about; or footnoted or explained different literatures sufficiently for non-specialists

to understand the proposal. Etc. On the contrary, the issues went to the top in the behavioral sciences; I

think we were communicating clearly; all the questions were answered. In fifteen years, I have never had

a request for  further explanation or  clarification.
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 In this public hearing, and in your Report to Congress, it may be useful to note that Republican

ideologues are justified if they perceive that several of their key ideas are not yet taken seriously as

scientific hypotheses. While I have not investigated the alleged Republican hostility and paranoia

concerning social  science - and it  may have many causes - they are not merely fanciful about being

marginalized.
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 Dr. Stoiber was the acting Executive Director of the Commission on Behavioral and Social

Sciences and Education. This was her response to a briefing about the opportunities for testing

ideological models. Shortly thereafter, when senior officials of the National Academy of Sciences saw the

proposal, they slammed the door, removed the idea from the agenda of the Commission (which

nominally had responsibility for the work to recommend national research priorities), and refused to

permit the circulation of the draft proposal for their review.

5

scientific integrity occur at the top.

12

 But I hope you can help. I have often felt deep grief during

these past 15 years: there have been extraordinary, and unnecessary, costs to the nation. I do not

believe anybody - even the senior navigators on the Titanic
 who decided to avoid controversy -

truly wants another mindless 15 years, the current undertones of cynicism and despair, or a

vision for the future of American social science that is so unworthy of free men and women.

13

II. Concerning Integrity: What is Missing?

 �This is certainly more interesting than most of the things we do. �
- S. Stoiber

14
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 However,  corruption seems to have affected the formal leaders of institutions and not our best

scientists, even those with ideological views. For example, I have raised my concerns with two Academy

members, Milton Friedman and Noam Chomsky, who have very different political views. I think I can

say with confidence that pressures to avoid political controversy did not arise from them, or from within

the Academy �s membership. In fact, Milton Friedman wrote that he had never attended a meeting since

his election and was unaware of most of its activities.
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 See, for example, the case of the University of Michigan researchers, discussed below.
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 Letter to the author from Dr. Lyle W. Bivens, Director of the HHS Office of Scientific Integrity,

January 17, 1995. Dr. Bivens � ruling was that his office  lacks jurisdiction, under current PHS regulations,

to become involved in such issues.  The Luce Commission �s Report was partly supported by government

6

     The first conclusion I recommend to you is that trusting the status quo is an unlikely

solution. There is no evidence that our agenda-setting institutions plan to change. The Luce

Commission Report has not been withdrawn and I am not aware that the Academy has

conducted a truly independent investigation.

15

 As far as I can tell, almost no knowledgeable

person wishes to discuss the problems of the past 15 years in public, and I do not know how

many would willingly appear before you or Congress. There is no evidence that higher ethical

and scientific standards, or greater moral and political courage, can be expected from the existing

institutions for securing and allocating funds.

     The apparent proposed solution of these institutions - to remain silent about the research

opportunities and continue to avoid controversy, act as if nothing has gone wrong during the

past 15 years, marginalize critics, and hope there is light at the end of the tunnel - seems unlikely

to work. And it produces its own kind of growing internal decay.

16

     As a social scientist I define integrity in a broader framework than morality and honesty - i.e.,

to raise the question of the presence of the  components and qualities that are essential to the

design of an enterprise. By this definition - concerning what is missing - let me comment upon

three possibilities:

A.  Better Moral and Legal Enforcement

     Expanded definitions of misconduct, institutional review committees, and whistle blower

laws -  the moral and legal enforcement approach - probably will not work for this class of

problems. Such solutions imagine that the people at the top (i.e., the people who will design the

bureaucratic mechanisms, appoint the members, and run the new system) are more virtuous than

the wrongdoers. However, the Establishment is part of the problem. Who will maintain

standards of integrity if the National Academy of Sciences will not? Or if the HHS Office of

Scientific Integrity rules that self-censorship of government-funded scientific reports to avoid

political controversy is not within its jurisdiction?

17



funds.
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 W. Michael Reisman, Folded Lies: Bribery, Crusades and Reform (NY: Free Press, 1979). See also

""Myths, Multiplicity, and Elites: Appearance and Reality in the Law," chapter 2 in W. Michael

Reisman and Aaron M. Schreiber, Jurisprudence: Understanding and Shaping Law. Cases, Readings,

Commentary. (New Haven, CT: New Haven Press, 1987), pp. 23-53.
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 Apparently the Executive branch has, at some point (without public protest from the National

Science Board, as far as I know) cut total funds to economic research programs that recommend

politically incorrect research projects. [A letter of March 29, 1995 from Dr. Ronald G. Ehrenberg,

Acting Vice-President for Academic Programs and Planning at Cornell, tells me this was occasioned by

10-15 grants at NSF when he served on the Advisory Panel for Economics.]

7

     And the problem also is more complex: I suspect that a good model has been advanced by

Michael Reisman in his first book, Folded Lies (the phrase is from Auden).

18

 In these  �fol ded

lies � organizations there are conflicting expectations given by the ideals and official goals of the

institution and, on the other hand, the unwritten rules and accommodations of its real practices

that people also are expected to follow. This type of system is well-known in the practice of law. 

[Here is a simple example: The Commission has received information that senior social science

researchers at the University of Michigan removed measures of work motivation from a recent

grant application to NIMH because they feared the questions might be judged politically

controversial, and their entire grant would be rejected. If this were a simple case of one aberrant

program officer at NIMH, the President of the University of Michigan (Dr. James Duderstadt)

is a former Chair of the National Science Board (and a current member) and would have the

credibility and access at the highest levels of HHS and NIH to straighten-out the problem

quickly. On the contrary, Michigan researchers apparently believe there is a system of unwritten

rules and apprehensions that have tacit legitimacy but which (because these violate the official

norms) cannot be acknowledged or discussed. The prior self-censorship of research illustrates the

corrupting and unfortunate resocialization of a national research system to which I referred, at

the beginning of my statement, when I suggested that the leaders of the National Academy of

Sciences have lost control of the forces they set into motion.]

     Scientists already know - officially - that it is wrong to back-off in the face of potential

political controversy. They may even recognize that, as tenured academics, scientists, and

professionals, they have a quid pro quo relationship in return for their status -  i.e., they are

expected to provide their best (independent and honest) judgment. But norms conflict and

honest people anticipate that, if they protest, they will be ineffective.

19

 Thus, if your solution is

to preach at people, or punish a few who are unlucky enough to be caught, there is no permanent

change. The system keeps repeating itself and there is an inevitable proneness to scandal; and to

repeated studies by ethics commissions or grand juries. And to high-minded moral declarations

that are ignored or laws without teeth. Unless you write a Report with a reformulated elite

consensus (by enough leaders of influence) behind it, and can redesign the incentives, you will
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 During the 1980s, I communicated my concern to Dr. David Hamburg, President of the Carnegie

Corporation of NY. I thought he might be interested because he is a psychiatrist, and the proposal to

evaluate ideological  models drew upon recent language and conceptual developments in his field. As a

political psychologist and consultant to the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, I had spent about

a day and a half reviewing these new approaches to assessing ideological assumptions with leaders in his

field.

8

only have treated a few symptoms and little will change. [I will return to this question of an elite

consensus below.]

     Moral criticism is useful, and may be essential. However, alone, it is not a permanent

solution.

B.  Change Institutions

     A second solution is from the Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Govern-

ment.

20

 One of their recommendations was, in effect, to suspend the role of the National

Academy of Science as a principal vehicle for policy discussions and to create PCAST, a

President �s Council of Advisers on Science and Technology, which was done last fall.

      At this point, I am both hopeful and skeptical that this will be a solution. The judgment has

merit: the National Academy is too close to Washington-based concerns, and too vulnerable, to

give tough-minded advice. 

     On the other hand, a President �s Council is appointed by a President. In the long-run, it is

not clear that it will be more politically independent - or straightforward and honest by recom-

mending reality-testing to governments - than the National Academy of Sciences has been.

     We shall see. The most important tests are probably in the months just ahead. There are new

precedents that the new Council can begin. There is a Redesigning Government spirit in the

Clinton Administration that may turn its attention to the social sciences. The National Science

Board may bestir itself.

     [A good place to observe the commitment of the Clinton Administration is the National

Institutes of Mental Health, under the leadership of Dr. Harold Varmus at NIH. A standard

Republican diagnosis seeks to change national modal personality (reduce dependency, increase

motivation, empower individuals, etc.) and to alter hierarchical relations to produce strong and

healthy individuals. As I noted earlier, these causal theories and measurement expertise are the

province of NIMH - which also has remained silent for 15 years about the truth claims of these

ideas and the studies of the neuropsychology of hierarchical imagery that should have been
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 E.g., Lloyd S. Etheredge,  �Public Drama, Economic Growth, and the Agenda for Learning � to

appear in M. Milburn (Ed.), Public Drama Models and Public Policy, and idem.,  �A Proposal for a

Study of Leadership, Motivation, and Economic Growth, � draft invited by the National Academy of

Sciences/National Research Council, September, 23, 1990.
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 If we learned that important lines of investigation for the understanding and cure of cancer had

been suppressed, we would be alarmed and terrified. And the leaders of HHS and NIH would move

swiftly to correct the problem. There is probably a double standard for the social  sciences.
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 See Appendix B: if the country needs timely answers, relying upon grant applications from

individual researchers is not feasible, especially given the tacit discouragements of the past 15 years.

9

underway.

21

 If Dr. Varmus and HHS �s Assistant Secretary for Plannin g and Evaluation (David

Ellwood) do reinvent NIMH and permit it to engage such basic questions of civic relevance as

the truth claims of ideological assumptions, it could be one of the wisest investments of

President Clinton �s first term.

22

]

C.  Elite Consensus: Responsibility, Vision, and Action

     A third solution is more direct and asks that your Commission through its work - your 

hearings, good offices, and Report and testimony to Congress - call forth three qualities

(responsibility, vision, and action), and an elite consensus to achieve rapid scientific progress, 

needed to restore scientific integrity.

     Specifically, I hope that your Commission will recommend a well-funded national com-

mitment to test the truth claims of the full range of ideological assumptions and images. Such an

invitation to Congress, foundations, and leaders of other national institutions can help to restore

integrity; secure funds and action to assure scientific progress (even if funding from public

sources or tax-exempt foundations are threatened or don't-bother-me-with-the-facts zealots

become outraged); and create a healthier future for our campuses and the country.

     The rationale is straightforward: As far as I know, ideology-charged questions are the only
type of problem that continues to paralyze our agenda-setting scientif ic institutions. A renewed

elite consensus engaging responsibility, vision, and action (including money

23

) - not bureaucratic

and legal systems of moralizing - is a direct road through the impasse. 

     The key unknown in this solution is the first quality - responsibility. Nobody is assigned to be

responsible for ultimate outcomes for the benefit of the country and the future of science. As in

the practice of medical research, advocating vision and action may not get us anywhere unless

people and institutions can be found who are willing to be responsible and embody our hopes for

a better future. In your capacity as representing both our research institutions and our better

instincts, I hope you can help.
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     Recently, Vice President Gore wrote,  �A world without science is a world without hope. � I

think the same applies to the social sciences, and I hope you can help to restore health and

integrity (in the broader sense) - and the results in improved economic performance and

scientific progress - for the years ahead.

     Thank you.

Appendix A: Misjudging Political Constraints and Costs

     A lack of political (and moral) courage has been a painful feature of national science policy in

the social sciences during the past 15 years. [If the country was founded in the spirit of individu-

als pledging:  �Yes ! Lives, fortunes, and sacred honor  . .  . ! � the most recen t conduct of institu-

tional leaders has declined to:  �No, it could be controversial . . .   �] Let me suggest the following

additional comments.

1.) Part of the reason may be a naive and superficial reading of political constraints. Few

Americans or American politicians are ideologues. And, although don �t-bother-me-with-the-

facts zealots can receive prominent media coverage, most Americans probably would not be

surprised if scientific investigations showed that the zealots did not know what they were talking

about; or that the truth is more complex. Etc.

     In this sense, one egregious failure to which the National Academy of Sciences appears prone

is to misjudge its own competence in the assessment of political constraints. 

     Politicians may have a greater commitment to truth than the Academy imagines. In his

classic study of political anthropology, Sir James Frazer argued the superiority of political leaders

who were brilliant, and masterful, con artists. This was a requirement, he felt, because the

political leader �s job embodied unique and strong public expectations far greater than ordinary

human knowledge, or government itself, could fulfill. For example, Frazer argues political leaders

have always been obligated to assure economic prosperity and respond to the intense demand of

the populace that its leaders influence supernatural forces and assure the economic well-being of

the tribe:

 �[I]n Africa the king has often been developed out of the public magician, and especially
out of the rain-maker . . . . But if the career of a magician and especially of a rain-
maker offers great rewards to the successful practitioner of the art, it is beset with many
pitfalls . . . for where the people firmly believe that he has it in his power to make the
rain to fall, the sun to shine, and the fruits of the earth to grow, they naturally impute
drought and dearth to his culpable negligence or willful obstinacy, and they punish him
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 Sir James G. Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion. (NY: Macmillan, 1969).

One volume abridgement of the 1928 edition, pp. 99-100.
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 Op. cit., pp. 71-72.
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 A related example, in my own field, is the study of nuclear arms races. Critical studies of the

rationales of current policy were wisely permitted and funded by government agencies. And, ultimately,

these helped to lay a groundwork, and create support for, a new consensus and new policies.

11

accordingly. Hence in Africa, the chief who fails to procure rain is often exiled or
killed. �24

     Frazer �s analysis is especially suggestive because we now know (as did Jung, when he analyzed

the practice of alchemy) there are no scientific justifications for centuries of rain-dance ceremo-

nies. Yet the core of good judgment and wisdom in practical politics was to be smart enough,

and honest enough (with oneself) to know that one �s job included conning and manipulating the

public to respond to these needs and demands. Therein (Frazer thought) was hope for progress,

for both the people and their leaders alike, for self-aware deceivers would learn (and change

eagerly):   �Certainly no men ever had stronger incentives in the pursuit of truth than these savage
sorcerers, � wrote Frazer:

 �To maintain at least a show of knowledge was absolutely necessary: a single mistake
detected might cost them their life. This no doubt led them to practice imposture for the
purpose of concealing their ignorance; but it also supplied them with the most powerful
motive for substituting a real for a sham knowledge; since, if you would appear to know
anything, but far the best way is actually to know it . . .   However justly we may . . .
condemn the deception which they have practiced on mankind, the original institution
of this class of men has, take it all in all, been productive of incalculable good to human-
ity. �25

    Evidence from American political scientists shows a continuity with Frazer �s analysis.

Presidential elections are critically determined by the performance of the economy, not by the

ideology of the incumbent �s theories. American politicians know this.

     Deferential science is useless, both to political leaders and to the country, and many political

leaders understand this broader principle. I am indebted to my former colleague, Frank Griffiths,

for pointing out that, even in the former Soviet Union, with its totalitarian character, rulers

eventually recognized that the potential for bureaucratic timidity and doctrinaire accommodation

by the KGB and foreign affairs ministries could limit their perceptions of reality and the

potential for new policies. The creation of a relatively independent Institute for the Study of the

US and Canada was one of the best investments in the process that eventually led to the end of

the Cold War.

26
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 For additional discussion, see  �Scientific Scandal. . .  �, op. cit.

12

 2.) It is dangerous, and naive, to assume public support for equivocal scientific institutions. As

an ethical - and pragmatic - issue, it is arguable that scientists should proceed even in the face of

genuine and strong opposition. Political institutions are only one set of arbiters of values in our

pluralist culture. As a nation, we value (and, I believe, expect) independent scientific judgment.

We have created, and honor, the practice of academic tenure to encourage it. The National

Academy of Sciences was created with an independence greater than even federal judges, the

right to elect its own lifetime members, without political review, and the right to seek funding

from a wide range of sources. Yet the safeguards did not work. The quid pro quo for tenure is

candor, but when the time came to honor their part of the contract, the leaders of our national

scientific Establishment broke their part of the contract with other institutions in society.

Appendix B: Why New Funding is Needed

     For readers who are not social scientists, it may be helpful to explain why - after so many

years of relatively generous funding - more money is needed for social scientists to evaluate the

truth claims of ideological assumptions. I do not know the answer, but the following observa-

tions may help to clarify the problem

27

:

1.) The direct testing of such ideological models of economic behavior as Reaganomics does not

occur naturally because, historically,  academic economists made a conceptual choice to base their

analysis of the economy on the assumption of autonomous individuals who already have a fixed

and maximum motivation for profit. This assumption blocks civic dialogue when political leaders

- such as Ronald Reagan or Newt Gingrich - sense that motivational and psychological issues,

themselves are critical priorities for public policy.

     Thus, for example, President Reagan held clinician-like beliefs about the hierarchical

collective psychology of relations to government that idealistic liberals had created inadvertently

through the growth of the welfare state. But, while hundreds of millions of dollars are devoted to

measure the variables of conventional academic economics, we had no direct measures of the

relevant personality and motivational traits Republicans said were the critical paths in their

policies.

     While some economists claim their profession has evaluated Reaganomics, this is untrue. To

evaluate a model requires measuring the specified variables and causal pathways, and economists

have no measures of hierarchical imagery and do not treat motivation as a personality variable.

Thus, for example, an evaluation of Reaganomics that economists often cite refers to effects of

 �climate � and concludes,  �messages from the Rose Garden may well yet have an impact on the way
managers and workers behave and, perhaps on the economy �s efficiency and productivity. The inability
of economists to adequately explain the long-term rise and fall of national economies could rest on just
such intangibles. � Isabel V. Sawhill and Charles F. Stone,  �The Eco nomy: The Key to Success � in
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John L. Palmer and Isabel V. Sawhill (Eds.), The Reagan Record: An Assessment of America �s

Changing Domestic Priorities (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger, 1984), pp. 69-105, p. 105. However

the clinical-like diagnosis made by President Reagan was a recognizable syndrome of psychologi-

cal dependency - presenting symptoms of idealizing imagery; enervation of energy; shifting

responsibility to government; complaining; and a tendency to a  �liberal way of life � including

drugs, anomie, divorce, deteriorated work motivation, teenage pregnancy, etc. Sawhill and

Stone �s  �messages from the Rose Garden � remarks miss the point: the highly dramatized and

hierarchical sensibility about reality, and the psychiatric-like logic to create strong and healthy

individuals.

     Another example concerns Republican views that government is  �too big. � Economists might

quickly analyze the problem by computing government expenditures as a fraction of GDP, and

computing cross-national correlation coefficients to explode the myth that the  �size of govern-

ment � produces  social and economic pathologies. Again, however, this is goofy and superficial: it

ignores the subjectivity that must be measured to test the model reliably, honestly, and by

indicators that could be persuasive to Republicans.

2.) Similarly, the American politics field also does not evaluate hierarchical models of the

citizen-voter relationship to government. During the 1980s, I asked colleagues in American

politics if they would testify to Congress about the validity of the hierarchical psychology that

Republicans argued had developed in the welfare state and that had, allegedly, altered national

modal personality. They quickly demurred.  � We really don �t know whether there is anything up

there, � was the response of Ray Wolfinger at Berkeley - i.e., to assess hierarchical models

requires tests for the presence of strong hierarchical imagery, which the profession has not

developed. [I do not understand why they have remained silent.]

3.) If the country needs timely answers,  relying upon individual grant applications is not feasible.

The preparing of applications in this area requires a unique range of disciplinary background and

methodological expertise and a large investment of time. And, for a single researcher working

alone, a new, first-class, psychometric scale can take a decade or more to develop, validate, and

refine. Several new scales are needed and the responsible solution is to secure new funding so

that many elements and interdisciplinary working groups can be underway simultaneously.

4.) Under the circumstances, it is unlikely that leading research institutions (e.g., Michigan,

Berkeley) will invest the time to prepare applications until there are clearer and reliable signals

that potentially controversial investigations will be permitted.


